) (i y of the detecting system and changes the amplification value k using PID method, The newer output of the BPFIR filter will be used to obtain newer updated coefficients of the BPFIR filter, and hence the adaptive weak signal extraction algorithm is realized.
With the application of this algorithm on a four-element detecting system, the distant weak target signal can be extracted properly. Experiments shows that the detecting distance is lengthened more than 20 percents. enhanced.
II. WORKING MECHANISM OF FOUR-ELEMENT INFRARED DETECTING SYSTEM
The four-element infrared detecting system is a complicated system which is composed of optical subsystem, mechanical subsystem and electrical subsystem. The optical subsystem is composed of a few lens that is used to focused the radiation of the target into a light spot and four sensors that are put as the 'cross' type to distinguish the four detections of the target. The mechanical subsystem has a 100 Hz conical scanning function with which the light spot will form a full circle, and when the light spot meets one of the four sensors, the signal of the target is generated. The electrical subsystem captures, samples, calculate the signal and gives out the detailed position information of the target.
As Fig. 1A shows, if the centre of the light spot circle is in the origin of coordinates, the target should be in the center of the optical axis, and the four signals generated by the sensors have equal intervals, but when the light spot circle is not in the origin of coordinates just as Fig. 1B demonstrates, the signals' intervals will no longer be equal, by using the intervals the electrical subsystem will calculate and provide the position information of the target. Firstly, estimates the target signal when the signal is extremely weak. Suppose the distance between the target and the detecting system is quite far, the weak target signal should be estimated as the signal is submerged in the noise and the target radiation can be deemed as a parallel ray, which means to a given four-element detecting system, the base form of the target signal EB S is decided by the area of the light spot overlapping the sensor, and the amplitude of the signal has a direct proportion relationship with the radiation of the target and the sensitivity of the sensors, suppose k is the proportion coefficient, then the estimated target signal E S = k * EB S . The target signal can be estimated by the geometry relationship among the system references. Assume the radium of the light spot is L R , the width of the sensor is D, the radium of the scanning circle is S R and the scanning frequency of the mechanical system is F. According to the geometry relationship between D and L R , three different types calculating methods are presented as Fig 2 shows . 
With consideration of proportion coefficients K, E S = k * EB S .
Secondly, gets the initial normalized coefficients ) (i h of the BPFIR filter. Since the estimated target signal is obtained above, the frequency spectrum of the signal can be gotten using FFT method, Fig. 3 shows the estimated target (i y of the electrical subsystem is the mixed signal of the target and the noise passing through the BPFIR filter designed before, which is not only the final output but also the feedback signal used to get updated coefficients of the BPFIR filter. If the output is big enough, then the initial
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Of1IM11 JL coefficients of the BPFIR filter can be neglected, and the first harmonic of ) (i y can be got by sampling and analyzing the frequency spectrum of ) (i y using FFT method, subsequently the updated coefficients of the BPFIR filter ) (i h t can be generated by sampling the first harmonic, after that let us normalize the updated coefficients and get the uniformed coefficients ) (i h u , then the next step is to change the amplification value u k using PID method, the updated coefficients of the BPFIR filter is obtained as
The newly gotten output of the updated BPFIR filter will be used to obtain newer updated coefficients of the BPFIR filter, and hence the adaptive weak signal extraction algorithm is realized. Fig 4 demonstrates the designing steps of the algorithm. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSION
As Fig. 5 demonstrates, by using this algorithm, the target can be perfectly extracted even if the target signal is nearly completely submerged in the noise. 
